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Abstract

In this paper, the author deals with the "role" of judges
He cautions that the needs of
different countries will vary. He starts with a reference to
the recent failure of Judge Robert Bork to secure confirmation
to the Supreme Court of the United States. Bark had been a
long time proponent of judicial restraint in the interpretation
of the Bill of Rights, urging that protection of human rights
should normally be left to the democratically accountable
branches of government - the executive and the legislature.
After reviewing the theoretical and practical arguments for and
against judicial restraint, the author states his own
conclusions. These are that, especially where there is a
constitutional charter of rights and particularly in common law
countries, judges have an inescapable function in developing
the law. Their decisions necessarily advance their view of
human rights. In human rights cases, they may nowadays rece.ive
assistance from international statements of human rights and
the jurisprudence developing around such statements. The
author appeals for an international approach but acknowledges
that this will be difficult for lawyers, who are traditionally
jurisdiction bound. But he warns that there are limits to the
"activism" of the judiciary in controversial human rights
cases. Judges themselves do well to recognise these limits
both for their legitimacY and their effectiveness. An
important modern challenge to the judiciary is that of
resolving this dilemma between the pressures for restraint and
the urgency of action.
in "advancing" human rights.
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"Modern Anglo-American constitutional theory is preoccupied with
one central problem. The problem consists in devising means for
the protection and enhancement of individual human rights in a
manner consistent with the democratic basis of our
institutions" T R S Allen, "Legislative Supremacy and the Rule
of Law: Democracy and Constitutionalism" 119851 44 CLL 111,
A VIVID TNTROOlICTION TO THE I IMITS DE ,IIIDICIAI

POWER

1 recently received a vivid demonstration of the limits

upon the powers of the judiciarY,

It happened in, of all

countries. the United States of America.

I was on my way to a

conference, this time in CalgarY, Canada,

I had a close plane

connection at Los Angeles International Airport.
immigratiOn queues were long.

I waited my turn,

The

I would surely miss my plane, if

I therefore approached an officer with my

official passport and asked whether I could secure priority.

EventuallY I was taken to the head of the queue, But the
officer at the barrier was unimpressed. "This is not a

diplomatic passport", he intoned, Meekly I pleaded, with an
advocate's irrelevant flourish.: "In my country. judges are
generally regarded as quite as important as diplomats",

This

official in the administration of the United States then made a
tell ing comment: "Well, Robert Bork thought tJa. was important,
But

\:ia

showed him a thing or two", Just the same, he let me

through the barrier,

I caught my plane,

As I winged towards Calgary, I reflected on this comment
about Judge Bark's unsuccessful bid to receive Congressional

consent to his nomination to the Supreme Court of the United
States,
The court to which he had been proposed has been described
as the "world's first human rights tribunal"l,

The judge who
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had so angered the majority of the Senate (and his fellow
citizen at LAX) did so ostensibly in the name of a theory of
judicial restraint and in defence of the sovereign will of the

people, expressed through the elected arms of government both
in the executive and leg;slature 2 . Bark's views were
generally propounded not in popular magazines such as one sees
at airports but in heavy books. obscure law reviews and. more
lately. court judgments.

eccentric oPinions.

Nor was Bark a lone maverick with

Amongst the SUPPorters of his general

approach might be listed none other than the present Chief
Justice of the United States (Rehnquist CJ),

In the end,

Bark's rejection by Con,gress appears to have arisen in part

from perceived defects of his personal style and presentation;
in part, from a politicisat;on of issues inevitable as a
Presidential campaign approached in the United States; and. in

part, from the fear of the liberals and so-called "Middle
America", that Bark's views, on what may broadly be called
human rights issues were unaccePtably different from the
mainstream.
Because of the crUCial role repeatedly asserted by the

Supreme Court of the United States in determining the agenda of
human rights in that country. the Supreme Court. and its
composition are now legitimately. the focus of a great deal of
political attention.

Impeachment apart. the confirmation

process is the one chance, which the democratic legislature has
to influence the composition of the court. with such an
,

,

important functions in striking the hUman rights "balance" of

- 4 the United States.

Once through the barrier. the judge may

118ve 20, 30 or more

year~s

in which to stamp upon 200 million

people his or her viewpoint about the meaning of the
Constitution. the limits of government power and the content of
the human rights of people in the United States.
It is because that Court has such an important function in
giving content to the human rights guarantee. contained in the
United States constitution. that a great deal of attention is
paid (more so of late) to the judicial confirmation process.

In most of ·the countries of the Commonwealth of Nations. there
is no such opportunity for prior democratic attention.
Judicial appointments are typically the province of the

Executive Government.

Judicial independence is usually

guaranteed by law and by tradition.

Unfortunately. such

guarantees are not always respected as a number of reports of
judicial removals demonstrate 3 ,
To write of the "role" of the judge in "advancing" human
rights, presupposes that a judge has such a role.

It suggests

that it is a role in which he or she should be active and
vigorous.
case.

It may be that one should conclude that such is the

Certainly, it has been so asserted in numerous recent

considerations of the tOPic, particularly in developing
countries, of the common law.

Thus, in a workshop on the theme

"The Role of the Judiciary in Plural Societies" held in Kenya
and organised by the International Centre for Ethnic Studies of
Sri Lanka and the Public Law Institute of Kenya. the following
conclusion was reported 4 :-
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"An innovative approach to legal training is required to
effectively evolve devices of judicial activism which are
rel·evant in African and Asian societi-8s. Legal training in
most of our societies ;s generally based on the study of
statutes. precedents, and legal concepts which are often
not relevant to our social context. Traditional legal
training makes lawyers and judges extremely uncomfortable
with doctrines and concepts which are "non-legal" in
origin. However. other disciplines, especially the social
sciences, may provide the judiciary with data and concepts
which are relevant to the actual social reality. Concepts
such as "pluralism" attempt to provide the judiciarY with
legal-political tools for the sensitive implementation of
existing law and for the creative development of new and
more relevant judicial doctrine.
The report concluded:"Judicial activism. far from being a threat to national
security or the development of a nation-state. is
imperative for the attainment of such objectives. A
principal constraint to the principle of judicial activism
is the lack of coordination in the responsibilities of the
judiciary in aiding the attainment of the 90als of national
security and societal development".
There are many pOints in these citations which would catch
the eyes of lawyers and judges in developed (and doubtless some
developing) countries.

The notion of such an active role on

the part of judges, particularly in the field of "national
security", would strike such readers as novel, if not
shocking.

Their concept of the judicial function would be more

passive. reactive, restrained and limited.
This response requires it to be said. at the outset, that
care must be taken in suggesting universal approaches to the
discharge of judicial functions, even on human rights
questions.

By definition, universal human rights are

international.
humanness.

They attach to the human person because of that

Lord 5carman recently observed that many of the

civil and political rights, at least as stated in recent
international instruments, provide no fundamental surprises or
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shocks for lawyers brought UP in the traditions of the common
law.

Most independence constitutions of the English speaking

world lat least) have been profoundly influenced by the Bill of
Rights of 16B8 and by the human rights guarantees in the
amendments to the United States constitution.

Lord Scarman.

with just the faintest touch of Anglocentrism, reminds us that
the draftsmen of the United States charter:" ... were in fact English lawyers, brought UP in the Middle
Temple and other Inns, making sure that for the protection
of individuals and the States. the individual States, the
English Common Law. with the powers of the Monarch removed,
should become the charter for basic human rights. Now. the
American Bill of Rights is a very Common Law Document,
Strangely enough the European Convention of Human Rights,
borrows an enormous amount from the American Bill of
Rights. Indeed. we know as a matter of history that much
of its drafting was done by two very distinguished English
lawyers, one of whom was later a Lord Chancellor,
Therefore. it really is a chimera to think that the Bill of
Rights is something so vague, and so uncertain that it will
mystify British judges. It is no more uncertain than the
comm\,n law:.Sand indeed I would say it is very much more
preC1 S8. . .

.

Nevertheless, the extract from the Kenya workshop extracted
above demonstrates why it may be inappropriate to draw
universal conclusions about the "role" of the judiciarY in
advancing human rights.

The conventions and history of the

judiciary in different countries will inevitably demonstrate
certain differences.

The perceived needs for "activism" will

also, inevitably, be different in different countries.
Particularly in countries upon which has been grafted a foreign
legal system, expressing ideas of justice in a foreign language
and using procedures which are necessarily different from local

custom. the need to adapt the law may be more urgent than in
countries the societies of which are more similar, and whose
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language isis the
the same,
same, as
as that
that inin which
which the
the law
law first
first
language

developed. Furthermore,
Furthermore, inin many
many developing
developing countries
countries the
the
developed.
priorities of
of economic
economic and
and social
social reform
reform will
will usuallY
usually be
be
priorities
desperately urgent.
urgent.
desperately

Indeed, it
it is
is this
this consideration
consideration which
which is
is
Indeed.

typically used
used to
to justify
justify derogations
derogations from
from universal
universal human
human
typically

rights and
and from
from adherence
adherence to
to the
the rule
rule of
of law.
law. Judges
Judges will
will
rights
frequently be
be among
among the
the very
very few
few highly
highly educated
educated citizens
citizens
frequently
available for
for leadership
leadership in
in developing
developing countries.
countries. This
This
available
consideration may
may justify
justify imposing
imposing upon
upon them
them different
different duties
duties
consideration

than would
would be
be acceptable
acceptable in
in developed
developed countries.
countries.
than

Certainly.
Certainly.

they will
will be
be subject
subject to
to different
different pressures.
pressures.
they
The very economic
economic plight
plight of
of aa developing
developing country
country will
will tend
tend
The
to pull the sensitive judge in the directions of reform and
activism.

On the one hand. he or she will see the deprivation

by them.
of human rights and be appalled bY

On the other hand.

the stark reality of the economic costs of providing and

enforcing ideal standards of human rights may cause restraint.

lest such orders,
orders. fully implemented,
implemented. might be beyond the
economic power,
power. even of a government obedient to court
rulings.
rulings.

I
t
;>

There
There are
are reflections
reflections of
of these
these competing
competing pressures
pressures in
in the
the
recent
recent decision
decision of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of India
India such
such as
as Telljs
Telljs &
&
Drs
Drs V
V Bombay
BombaY Municipal
MIJojcjpal Corporatjon
Corporation && nesS.
Drs S . That
That was
was aa case
case
where
where the
the petitioners
petitioners were
were pavement
pavement and
and Slum
slum dwellers
dwellers in
in

Bombay,
Bombay. some
some of
of whom
whom were
were forcibly
forciblY evicted
evicted by
bY the
the corporation.
corporation.
They
They claimed
claimed (as
(as they
they had
had not
not below)
below) that
that they
they had
had been
been
deprived
deprived of
of their
their fundamental
fundamental right
right to
to life
life under
under Article
Article 2121 of
of
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the Constitution of India.

The Supreme Court held that the

right to life conferred by that Article did indeed extend to
protect the right to livelihood.

Normally. it was held, the

court would have directed the corporation first to permit the

dwellers to show whY theY should not be removed,

However, as

they had not put that case in the court below, such relief
would not be granted in the Supreme Court,

Nevertheless, the

direction was made that. to minimise hardship. no further

evictions should be made until the end of the then current
monsoon season?,

A sensible practical compromise. yOU might

think,
The report from the Kenya conference (above) appears to
indicate amongst the unspecified participants. a certain
impatience with the caution and restraint of lawyers and Judges
who too often abstain from active implementation of unspecified
goals of national security and social advancement.

So much may

also be hinted in the notion that judges have a role in
advancing human rights.

I therefore want to begin by recalling

some of the reasons for this irritating habit of judicial
restraint.

It will be useful to catalogue these explanations

in order to judge whether, in current world circumstances, they

still apply to the judicial role.
REASONS FOR ,I!!D!CIA! RESTRAINT - THE THEORY
In listing the reasons for restraint on the part of judges
in the active enforcement of human rights

particularly in the

implementation of international norms - I leave aside the
municipal constitutional and other laws of our several
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countr ies.

The use that may proper ly be made by judges of

to
these norms will necess arily vary from one jurisd iction

anothe r accord ing to the terms of local law. Instea d. I wish
to concen trate on the reasons that have typica lly been given
for restra int and "non-a ctivism ".

They are well known.

But

upon
they have to be consid ered in any new thrust which calls
judges to assume a more positi ve and activi st functio n -

whether in the defence of human rights . the advancement of
nation al goals, the protec tion of nation al securi ty or
otherw ise. The arguments are usuall y advanced both at a
theore tical and at a practi cal level.
The theore tical arguments relate princi pally to the

concep tion that is held of the judici al functio n. Natura lly.
it Will vary from one jurisd iction to another in accordance
with the historY , consti tution and societ al needs of each
of
place. Most of our countr ies have inheri ted the concep tion
s
the judge from England. And in that country - more for reason

of histor y than legal theory - that functio n was a powerf ul.
but a subordinate on~:I
throne was
"Let judge s", remember. that Solomon'sthem
lions. but
suppor ted by lions on both sides. Let s§ectbe theY
do not
circum
being
;
throne
the
under
lions
yet
"
ignty,
sovere
of
points
any
check or oppose
This statem ent of cautio nary advice by Francis Bacon was

writte n long ago. It was offere d even before the notion Of
h
Parliam entary sovere ignty reache d its zenith . with the Britis
Empire. in the late 19th Centur y. The doctri ne of
sal
Parliamentary sovere ignty is no longer accepted as a univer
basic
truth in all countr ies. Partic ularly in federa tions. the
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law is,
is. generally.
generally. provided
provided bY
by the
the constitution
constitution which
which
law
apportions power.
power. HistoricallY,
Historically, that
that constitution
constitution may
may have
have
apportions

been derived
derived (as
(as Australia's
Australia's was)
was) from
from aa former
former colonial
colonial
been
power. It
It may
may be
be derived
derived from
from aa local
local home-grown
home-grown
power.
constitutional assemblY.
assembly. entirely
entirely autochtonous.
autochtonous. It
It mayor
mayor may
may
constitutional
not be
be strictlY
strictly observed
observed in
in practice
practice at
at all
all times.
times.
not

But
But

whatever the
the history
history and
and formality,
formality, the
the legitimacy
legitimacy of
of the
the
whatever

constitution is
is normallY
normally traced
traced nowadays
nowadays to
to the
the will
will of
of the
the
constitution
people who
who live
live under
under it.
it.
people
It is
is becau.se
becau.se of
of deference
deference to
to the
the will
will of
of the
the whole
whole people.
people.
It
encapsulated. by
by legal
legal theory.
theory, in
in aa written
written constitution,
constitution. that
that
encapsulated.
the judges
judges in
in most
most countries
countries will
will not
not usuallY
usually assert
assert that
that they
they
the
ultimately. from the "will"
possess powers which do not derive, ultimatelY.
which the "people" have expressed.

i

f
I
I

inconSistent with the
of derivative judicial powers is inconsistent
assertion of judicial review which the United States Supreme
Court made so early
ife in Marbqry
earlY in its 11ife
Marbpry y Mad;soo9.
Mad;Soo9.

['
f

That

decision has been followed since in most countries with written
constitutions.

1

In one sense. this doctrine

However. judicial review can be justified as a

necessary
necessary implication derived
derived from the
the constitution
constitution in
in order to
provide
provide aa practical
practical means
means of
of giving
giving authoritative
authoritative decisions to
to

resolve
resolve conflicts
conflicts of
of power
power between
between the
the various
various arms
arms of
of
government.
government.

Less
Less readily
readilY justifiable
justifiable will
will be
be assertions
assertions of
of

judicial
judicial power
power which
which were
were clearly
clearly not
not contemplated
contemplated in
in the
the

I,

written
written constitution
constitution and
and indeed
indeed may
may have
have been
been expressly
expressly denied
denied
when
when that
that constitution
constitution was
was first
first written.
written.

It
It is
is when
when judges
judges

assert
assert aa legal
legal duty
duty to
to observe
observe human
human rights
rights which
which cannot
cannot be
be

,

.....;
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traced satisfactorily
satisfactorily to
to aa constitution
constitution or
or other
other enacted
enacted law.
law.
traced
that they
they invite
invite c)'itic;sm.
cI'iticism.
that

In such
such cases
cases they
they 81'8
al~e open
open to
to
In

criticism as
as "self
"self willed"
willed" and
and "offenders
"offenders against
against government
government
criticism
undel~ law,,10.
law,,10.
undel~

They are
are placing
placing themselves
themselves above
above tile
tile law
law even
even
They

though, as
as President
President Nixon
Nixon discovered.
discovered. our
our theorY
theorY teaches
teaches that
that
though.
no one
one is
is in
in that
that position.
position. be
be he
he "ever
"ever so
so high,,11.
high,,11,
no

The public's
public's concept
concept of
of courts
courts is
is that
that theY
they are
are an
an
The
unbiassed and
and neutral:
neutral: applying
applYing not
not making
making the
the law.
law.
unbiassed
one of
of the
the points
points made
made bY
by Robert
Robert Bark.
Bork.
one

This is
is
This

He was
was critical
critical of
of the
the
He

obfuscation bY
by judges
judges in
in the
the United
United States
States of
of the
the sources
sources of
of
obfuscation
their power.
power.
their

All too
too often.
often, he
he asserted,
asserted. the
the judges
judges dressed
dressed
All

deciSions UP in the language of the
their human rights decisions
purportedly neutral application of preexisting law; when what
they were in fact doing
dOing was candidlY
candidly making the law - new law:"One may doubt that there are 'fundamental presuppositions
already located in the
of our society' that are not alreadY
constitution but must be placed there by the Court.
court. Tile
presuppositions are likely.
likelY. in practice.
practice, to turn out to be
the highly debatable political pOSitions
.
positions of the
intellectual classes. What kind of 'fundamental
presuppositions of ourl~ocietyt
our1~ocietyt is it that cannot command a
legislative majoritY?"
majority?"
The
The defenders of
of judicial
judicial restraint.
restraint, including
including in the
the field
field of
of
human
human rights.
rights. constantly
constantly remind
remind any
any judge
judge who
who may
may have
have
forgotten
forgotten that
that he
he or
or she
she lacks
lacks the
the legitimacy
legitimacy to
to deal
deal with
with the
the
broadest
broadest issues
issues of
of public
public policy.
policy.

That
That function
function is
is enjoyed
enjoyed

only
onlY by
by the
the elected
elected branches
branches of
of government.
government.
~,

I

It
It is
is because
because

judges
judges are
are usually
usuallY unelected
unelected -- even
even in
in the
the United
United States
States where
where
Federal
Federal judges.
judges. at
at least.
least. must
must submit
submit only
only to
to aa democratic
democratic
legislature
legislature for
for confirmation
confirmation -- that
that they
they are
are denied
denied the
the
legitimacy
legitimacy of
of the
the great
great sweep
sweep of
of law
law making.
making. Even
Even in
in the
the

i

!

(
:';'.:';'.
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I
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~
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I
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highest courts (according to the proponents of restraint) they
remain lions under the throne 13 . According to this view, if
judges are to observe their proper and limited constitutional
and legal function, whilst at the same time retaining their
individual integrity, they must be able to trace each and every

development of the law to a democratically sustained source of
legitimacy.
legitimacY.

It may most readily be conferred by the express

by the function
language of a constitutional bill of rights and bY
14
of judicial review . But that language and function, in the

view of the restrainers, does not authorise judges to indulge
their personal whims in political theory, to treat the

constitution itself as a scrap of paper and to ignore the
so, they
decisions of their predecessors 15 . When they do so.
will be criticised as "self appointed scholastic mandarins"

f
f

l

laYing down the law without any apparent legitimate will of the
lS .
theY establish 16
people to sustain the norms they
Critics of the Warren Court in the United States never
ceased to remind the liberal proponents of the decisions of
that court of the words of the great democrat Jefferson:"Our peculiar security is the possession of a written
lret us not make it blank paper by
Constitution. 17et
construction. " .
There were warnings to like affect both before and after

f

Jefferson's.

i

declared:-

~,

r

r

,
I

r
I
l

rr
•

I

George Washington in his Farewell Address

"If in the OP1n10n of the People the distribution or
modification of the constitutional powers be in any
particular wrong. let it be corrected by an amendment in
the way in way in which the constitution designates. But
let there be no change by ursurpation for though this,
this. in
one instance may be the instrument of good.
good, it is the
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customary wT~pon by which free governments are
destroyed."
As to later warnings. it will suffice to cite Robert H Jackson.
of the Supreme court of the United States:"The rule of law is in unsafe hands when courts cease to
function 8S courts and become organs for the control of
policy." S

There are many other reasons for restraint from activism by
judges which are catalogued by the proponents of restraint.

They include the fact that judges .who are "active" may be
"active" in the right direction.
"active" in the "wrong direction"

But theY may equally be
and difficult to remove or

correct, precisely because they are judges.

Lord McCluskey. in

his recent Reith Lectures. reminded his listeners - in an

eloquent appeal against a Bill of Rights for the United Kingdom
- that the "broad. unqualified statements of rights" in the
United States had sometimes resulted in decisions which. today,
are seen as wrong and even oppressive:"[TheY took] a narrow, lega1listic laissez-faire perspective
on freedom so as to strike down as unconstitutional
legislation designed to stop' the exploitation of workers.
women, children or immigrants. They legalised slavery and
when it was abolished they legalised racial segregation.
They repeatedly held that women were not entitled to
equality with men. They approved the unconstitutional
removal by the Executive of the constitutional rights of
Americans 2sf Japanese origin after the bombing of Pearl
Harbour. "

Depending on the composition of courts and one's own opinion,
the judges can gO terribly wrong in "advancing" human rights.

If the legislature or the Executive Government err. the people.
in democracies at least. have the possibility in the long run
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of removing
removing their
their oppressors
oPpressors and
and reinstating
reinstating their
their rights.
rights. The
The
of
sense of
of frustration
frustration about
about an
an overly
overly activist
activist court.
court.
sense
insusceptible to
to ready
ready change
change may,
may, in
in the
the ultimate.
ultimate. cause
cause -- and
and
insusceptible
even justify
justify -- unrest
unrest and
and the
the very
very civic
civic disorder
disorder which
which it
it has
has
even
traditionally been
been aa function
function of
of the
the judiciary
judiciary to
to avoid
avoid and
and
traditionallY
21 .
replace2l
.
replace
REASONS EOR
EOR RESTRAINT
RESTRAINT -- PRACTICAl
PRACTICAl
REASONS

To these
these reasons
reasons for
for restraint
restraint which
which derive
derive from
from the
the
To
traditional function
function and
and legitimacy
legitimacy of
of the
the judiciary
judiciarY can
can be
be
traditional

added numerous
numerous practical
practical arguments
arguments advanced.against
advanced.against activism
activism on
on
added
the part of a judge in advancing human rights beyond the strict
and clear warrant of an applicable legal text.

Judges tend to come from an group in the community which is
mainly middle
unrepresentative - compromising as they still do mainlY
22
class. middle aged. males . Even if they can find
legitimacy for activism in the broad language of a
constitutional grant of rights, it must sometimes be doubtful.
doubtful,
even in the case of the boldest of judges, that he or she can
represent.
represent, or
or even
even conceive, in
in his
his or
or her own
own person
person the
the needs
needs

-,

I
l-,
f

and
wishes of
of aa great
great community
community whose
whose rights
rights will
will be
be affected
affected
and wishes
by
bY aa given
given deciSion.
decision.
ManY,
Many, if
if not
not most,
most, contentious
contentious issues
issues about
about human
human rights
rights
tend
tend to
to be
be emotive.
emotive.

Whether
Whether they
they relate
relate to
to rights
rights to
to abortion.
abortion.

rights
rights to
to desegregation
desegregation of
of schools,
schools, rights
rights to
to free
free speech
speech in
in
conflict
conflict with
with protection
protection from
from race
race hatred
hatred or
or the
the rights
rights of
of
pavement
pavement dwellers
dwellers who
who are
are in
in the
the path
path of
of aa modernizing
modernizing freeway
freeway
-_ they
they are
are the
the kinds
kinds of
of issues
issues which
which agitate
agitate great
great emotions.
emotions.

t
rf
•

I
I
I
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Sometimes those
those emotions
emotions surface
surface in
in the
the court
court itself.
itself. They
They may
may
Sometimes
23
23
produce strongly
strongly worded
worded dissenting
dissenting judgments
judgments .. But
But whether
whether
produce
reflected in
in the
the court
court or
or not.
not. these
these cases
cases typicallY
typically concern
concern
reflected
issues which
which already
already polarise
polarise society.
society.
issues

In these
these circumstances
circumstances
In

it is
is usual
usual in
in democracies
democracies at
at least
least to
to consult
consult the
the community
community in
in
it

resolving them.
them.
resolving

Because this
this is
is so,
so, some
some authors.
authors, who
who envisage
envisage
Because

greater activism
activism bY
by the
the judges.
judges, contend
contend that
that judges
judges too
too
aa greater
their modern
modern remit,
remit, to
to consult
consult aa wider
wider
should endeavour,
endeavour, under
under their
should

community24.
community24.

Yet it
it is
is the
the very
very inability
inability of
of judges
judges to
to do
do
Yet

this - confined as they typically are bY
by the primary
primarY duty to
resolve the case before them - that may put a restraint on the
boldest decisions of policy.

The judge does not know where

that bold decision may lead or what its consequences may
25 . These limitations have lead some of the advocates of
be 25
restraint. including in the judiciarY
judiciary concerned about
injustice,
injustice. to urge the alternative model of law reform by
bY
agencies which can consult the experts and the people and
stimulate the democratic law makers into reformatory
26
action
action 26 ..
Linked with this last consideration is what might be called
the
the economics
economics of
of human
human rights.
rights.

It
It is
is increasingly
increasingly recognised
recognised

that
that many
many human
human rights
rights decisions
decisions have
have significant
significant economic
economic

consequences.
consequences.

This
This was
was called
called to
to attention
attention by
bY the
the Supreme
Supreme

Court
the United
United States
States in
in aa decision
decision concerned
concerned with
with the
the
Court of
of the
requirements
requirements of
of "due
"due process"
process" under
under the
the United
United States
States
27
27
constitution
constitution .. In
In Australian
Australian courts,
courts. specific
specific evidence
evidence has
has

been
been called,
called, eg
eg concerning
concerning the
the costs
costs which
which would
would be
be involved
involved in
in
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giving prisoners an oral hearing when it was asserted that the
requirements of natural justice (in Australia not very

different from "due process") required that such an oral
hearing be given 28 .
One hurdle which the "activists" have to overcome, in
urging the domestic application of international nOrms. is
latent xenophobia. never far from the surface in most

countries.

For many in the developed world. the United Nations

and the other agencies which have chartered many of the
international statements of human rights are seen as
collections of countries. most of which have autocratic and
authoritarian regimes indifferent to human rights. laying down

norms which they will not observe themselves but which they
readily impose upon others in vaguely worded instruments 29 .
It is instructive. when reviewing the latest publication of the
compliance of countries in the Asian and Pacific regions with
international human rights instruments, to see that some of
those countries with the best record for ratification are not
necessarily those which would be described as havens for human

rights in an oppressed world.

See the sChedule 30 .

The faults of others is not a reason for ourselves not
seeking to do better.

But this is a major propaganda obstacle

to the domestic implementation of international human rights
norms, including by the judiciarY.

Many lawyers are scePtical

about such instruments because of their notions about the

hypocrisy and double standards of some of their protagonists
A further obstacle. which relates to the very controversy
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of human rights issues. is that. where broad decisions of
policy are required, vigorous activism may be positively
desirable; whereas for the judiciarY activism has traditionally

been performed by stealth and, where acknowledged, recognised
with embarrassment or even apology. preciselY because of the
community perception that judges apply and do not make the law.

FinallY, there is the fact that many of the new problems
for human rights involve knowledge of matters that may not
normally be in the possession of the judges.

The major human

rights debates of the future will concern the impact of
technology upon the lives of people 31 . Because of the
economic. social and individual ramifications of human rights
decisions on matters such as bioethics. informatics, nuclear

fission, AIDS and so on, courts may not necessarily be the best
places in which to make wide ranging decisions of lasting
s;gnificance 32 .

There are. limits to judicial competence.

Saying this involves no disrespect to the judiciary.

It simply

recognises the obvious fact which derives from the background
and experience typically found amongst judges 33 . There are
some who would seek to correct gaps in judici.al knowledge by
training in human rights norms.

But every time this idea is

suggested, at least in Australia and the United Kingdom, the
spectre of executive, encroachment upon the intellectual

independence of the judiciary is raised 34 .
To sum UP. the opponents of judicial "activism" in the

field of human rights rest their case in part upon the
underpinnings of legitimacy which sustain the rule of law and
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upon the popular acceptance of a limited function of the
judges.

It reserves them to a fundamentally passive role.

There are practical considerations which reinforce these
reasons of principle.

they can.
can,
In some developing countries, theY

on occasion, in times of emergency or military rule, involve
the very conception of the self preservation of the judiciary given the vital function which judges can play, even in an

f
f

[

undemocratic regime. in the amelioration of tyranny37.
REASONS EaR ACTIVISM OR DYNAMISM - THE THEORY

The debate about the function of the judiciary
judiciarY - and
whether it should be "passive" or "activist" and not "dynamic"

not, of course, new.
is not.

already cited Bacon.
I have alreadY

But even

in the context of the United States, where it was to present

itself in the Supreme Court soon after the Revolution. the
debate was reflected in the Federaljst Papers

Hamilton.
Ham i lton. at

least. envisaged a role for the courts as "bulwarks of a
limited constitution against legislative encroachments 38 .,
Furthermore,
Furthermore. he envisaged that the courts would "construe the

l
rl
"'f

laws according to the spirit of the constitution,,39.
debate is not new.

So the

For the proponents of judicial activism,
activism.

the focus of the debate is not be upon whether the judges may

make laws and decide important issues of policy.

Rather it is

upon I'Itle.c.e.~ they should do so. I:lllen~ and bow far they should go.
In Commonwealth countries. the citation usuallY
usually invoked in

t

support of recognising. rather belatedlY.
belatedly. the creative function

r

notion that a judge's role is simply to declare the law is a

of the judiciarY is that of Lord Reid.

t

r

tr

I

-'".,

He declared that the
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"fairy tale" which we did not bel ieve any more 40

In the

United States the same thought was earlier put. in strikingly
similar terms. by James Kilpatrick:"Somewhere in this broad land, perhaps one or two innocents
still truly believe in Santa Claus. And somewhere one or
two simpletons still cling to the vacuous notion that 'ours
is a government of laws, not of men'. But the image of the
Supreme Court is a body of nine gods roasting on a marble
Olympus. breathing the rarefied air of pure law and pure
justice. ;5 an image most Americans abandoned in their
cradles. "q I.

In countries such as the United States. India and other
lands with a written constitution. the democratic legitimacY
for judicial decisions of great significance for policy,
economics. national security and the like can be attributed.

with varying degrees of conviction and persuasiveness, to the
authority of the written constitution.

In this way, it can

generally be traced back to the authority of the people.

They

either made. or have acquiesced in. that written body of
fundamental law.

But even in such societies. the

Grlrndoorm

of

acceptance of the authority of that constitution remains.

virtually. a common law principle.

That is that the

constitution will be obeyed and enforced by the courts.

It is

this fact which has lately led to new assertions of a judicial
function. even in countries without a written Bill of Rights.
to declare that the common law preserves and respects some

rights.

There may be no difficulty in so holding where. say. a
42
"right" to speedy trial of criminal charges is asserted .

More controversial is the suggestion by Sir Robin Cooke of New

Zealand that there are some fundamental rights which lie so
deep that even the democratic Parliament cannot disturb them
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for they repose in the people 43 .

That suggestion recently

enjoYed little success in my own court for the reasons there
given 44 . But three members of the Court. at least. reserved
the broader question of what would happen in a constitutional
emergency where only the courts stood between the people and
gross oppression by the legislature.
The realists of the "activist" or "dYnamic" school point to

the curiously old fashioned ring nowadays of a Privy Council
assertion in 1903 that policy is of no concern to the
courts 45 .

Today, even the most "conservative" judges are

rarely so naive.

Furthermore, in the function of courts in

giving meaning to a written constitution, to legislation on
human rights expressed in general terms or even to old
precedents inherited from judges of an earlier time, there is
often plenty of room for judicial choice.

In that opportunity

for choice lies the scope for drawing uPon each judge's own
notions of the contents and requirements of human rights.

In

doing so, the judge should normally seek to ensure compliance

by the court with the international obligations of the
jurisdiction in which he or she operates 46 . An increasing
number of judges in all countries are therefore looking to
international legal developments and drawing upon them in the

course of developing the solutions which they offer in the
particular cases that come before them.

In this way

international legal instruments are not coercive of municipal
law.

Nor are theY given local operation where municipal law

does not itself justify their direct application.

They are
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To the same effect Bickel once observed:~
e Court are
"Virtu ally all import ant decisi ons in the Suprem
Court and the
the beginn ings of a conver sation between the never.
people and their repres entati ves. They areCourt has atan the
start. conver sation s between equals . The
immediate
edge. because it initia tes things with somes they
are, and
sation
conver
But
d.
limite
if
even
,
action
the land
of
law
the
down
lays
Court
e
Suprem
to say that the
upon a complex
is to state the ultima te result . follow ing
others it is a form
series of events . in some cases and in the
judgment
of speech only. The effect ivenes s of
univer salised depends on consen t and admin istrati on.,,49
This percep tion of the functio n of courts in human rights
questi ons is one which I find persua sive. It is not to say
ons.
that courts always give the "right " answers on such questi
It is not even to concede that there are necess arily "right"
.
answers to be given to some questi ons involv ing human rights
Nor does the "right ness" of the answer offere d by the court

"
necess arily endure for all time. What would have been "right
in
for limita tions on free speech of, say, a Nazi supporter
may
1946 may not, necess arily, be right years later when Nazism
i
have become largel y irrelev ant to immediate community
-!

There is
, no gettin g away from the fact that, in
ntly
important decisi ons on human rights , the courts have freque
cut the Guardian ~notwhere the legisl ature and the execut ive
by
have lamentablY foiled to do so. It is in this sense that,
its dialog ue with-t he people and the other branch es of
nce"
government, the c9urts become a kind of "polit ical conscie
of the community which they serve.
Many and varied are the soluti ons which the Supreme Court

concer ns.

of the United States has offere d on human rights questi ons.
They includ e:-

*

SO
the limits of telepho ne tappin g ;
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*

whether the mentally subnormal could be compulsorily

sterilised under State law 5l ;
52

*

wllether minimum wages laws could be enacted

*

whether capital punishment was permitted by the

;

Constitution 53 ;
*

whether married couples could lawfully use contraceptive

*
*

devices 54 ;
55
whether the President was subject to the criminal law ;
whether the Constitution prohibits laws restricting access
56
to abortion and, if not, with what exc8Ptions ;

57

*

how electoral boundaries should be drawn

*

whether school children could be required by law to salute
the United States flag 58 ;
59
Whether the races could be segregated on trains
and in
60
schools ;

*

;

61

*

whether women could be barred from practising law

*

the limits to police power in the investigation of

; and

crime 62 .
Even Lord McCluskey, who does not much like the notion of a
written statement of rights or activist judges to interpret

them, concedes;"Without doubt the exercise by the Supreme Court [of the
United States] of its great jmperjum has been. on the

whole, a force for good."
His basic misgiving is that those who can be "active" and
"inventive" in the assertion of rights can get it wrong, just

as readily as they can get it "right".

Judge Douglas of the

Supreme Court of the United States, himself no slouch in the
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applic ation of the Bill of Rights . captured this idea in

V

IIllman 64 :tion when a
"For years the Court struck down social legisla
ty of the
majori
a
of
s
notion
the
fit
not
did
law
ular
partic
free
a
for
riate
approp
tion
legisla
Justic es as to
enterp rise system."
Accord inglY, the

genjl!S

of a legal system which repose s

such enormous powers in judges tends only to be acknowledged
when, as Bickel put it, the court gets it right. Then, at
complex
least, the court is playin g its part as an element in a
and interr elated system of governmental institu tions with
functi ons to inch societ y gradua lly towards condit ions which

65
the majori ty of the people accept as just and desira ble .

PRACTTCAI REASONS EOR .liiDICI Al ACTIVISM -

In additi on to these reason s. a number of practi cal
role
arguments have been put forward to justif y an "activ ist"
rights .
on the part of the judici ary in the protec tion of human
The first is the recogn ition of the univer sal failur e of
of
legisla tors in a democ racies to attend to many urgent taskS
law reform, releva nt to the protec tion of individ ual

1iberti es 66 . In this contex t, those who call for "stric t
be
constr uction " of laws provid ing for human rights must often
e
taken to be actual ly callin g for inatte ntion to rights , despit
the fact that those who have studie d and though t about them
consid er such rights to be in need of urgent practi cal
lia the
protec tion. In Commonwealth countr ies. includ ing Austra
law reform agency model, adviSi ng the legisla ture. has been

only partly succes sful.

This is not so much because of the

- 26 rejection of law reform reports; but simply because of the
legislative and administrative 109 jam which has prevented the
especially at
prompt attention being given to many of them especiallY
;

State levels.

In such circumstances, judges, considering what

court, may often have
to do in a particular case before the court.

II
I.
f

I
I.

\

I

Ir
{

little confidence that restraint on their part will be rewarded
finely tuned.
tuned, sensi.tive
with a finelY
sensi~ive and energetic protection of

by the vigilant executive and legislative branches of
rights bY

government.
This sobering realisation may act as a stimulus to some
by
judicial "activism" - particularly if the injustice caused bY
judicial restraint is so glaring and obvious that action and

likely to accord with
innovation are judged to be urgent and likelY
tIle community conscienceS?

This is not the whole

justification,
justification.

Rights matter most when they concern unpopular
persons"S8,
e9 prisoners, mental
minorities or "marginal persons
.. S8 , eg
patients, drug victims, AIDS patients, criminal suspects etc.

In the interrelationship of the arms of government, the
democratic institutions may ignore, or even penalise, these
minorities69,
minoritiesS9.

The modern liberal democracy tempers the

tyranny of transient majorities by protecting the correlatively
varying minorities.

And the most potent instrument of

i

protection is quite frequently the judiciary.
judiciary,

t·

simply and plainlY
plainly unacceptable in a civilised
some things are simplY

A further practical reason for a degree of activism is that
and democratic society.
society, This is where international statements
of human rights may be specially useful.

If the

representatives of many lands can agree, in terms that are

i

r.
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sufficiently clear and applicable, that this or that conduct is
forbidden, their definition of the proscriPtion may encourage
the municipal judge to confirm his or her opinion. to the same

end.
The harsh implication of a narrow restraint on the part of

the judiciary in the definition and enforcement of human rights
is a recognition of the fact that great wrongs will otherwise

be sanctioned by the law.

In the United States, for example,

there would probably have been no means of ridding that country
of the blight of segregation, save for the courts 70 .

The

activist judiciary became an essential component in the
processes of institutional activity which achieved that

unarguably deSirable end.
SimilarlY, Donald Woods, a self exiled South African
journalist. has written of apartheid:"The obscene laws which constitute apartheid are not crazed
edicts issued by dictators, or the whims of a megalomaniac
monster. or the one-man decisions of a fanatical

idealogue.

They are the result of polite caucus

discussions by hundreds of delegates in sober suits, after

full debate in party congresses.

They are passed after

three solemn readings in Parliament which opens every day's

proceeding with a prayer to J7~uS Christ.
special horror in that fact."

There is a

This vision of the judicial function, not as a final act of
automatons dispensing edicts based upon rules which are clear
but as components of interdependent-interacting institutions of
government

may offend the purist, whose eyes are fixed

resolutely on the separation of constitutional powers.

But.

almost certainly, it is the way the social sCientist WOuld

portraY the judicial function.

It envisages that there will

- 28 rarely be a final answer to questions of human rights.
Discourse in courts will invariably be provisional in

character.

The lack of electoral accountability and the

limitations in the materials and consultation available to the
judiciarY may be reasons for prudent caution by the judges in
some cases.

The preservation and, if possible. enhancement of

judicial authority upon which respect for the orders of the
judges depends may also be a reason, on occasion. for caution.
But wrongs will sometimes be so glaring as to require redress

and correction if that be possible.
must act to defend human rights.

It is then that judges

They must be satisfied that

they have a basis in law for dOing so.

Because the law of

human rights is often expressed (whether in constitutions,
statutes or court decisions) in language of great generality.
there will frequently be opportunities for judicial choice.

It

is then that the judge must deci de how far he or she wi 11 go.
In striking new ground, it is then a comfort to find
authority in the developing international customary law of
human

rig~ts.

But it is a wise caution. in every country. to

keep Bickel's warning in mind.

The judiciarY should not expend

in unacceptable, futile or failed endeavours its capital of
public and political acceptability.

This acceptability

depends. in part at least. uPon the community's persisting

adherence to the automaton image of the judicial role,
individual integrity and respect for the rule of law.
image necessarily put a brake on the boldest strokes of
judicial activism on human rights.

That
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constitution, no law. no court can save it; no
constitution. no law, no court can even do much to help
it. While it lies th77e it needs no constitution, no law,
no court to save it." .
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